Do you love working with UX? Want to be on a
team that’s creating the best meeting solution
in the world? Then FirstAgenda is for you!
We are looking for a new intern with a flair for UX Design in our Aarhus oﬃce here at FirstAgenda.
FirstAgenda is a SaaS-company that's making meetings smarter for thousands of users around the globe.
Operating out of Boston, Dublin, Aarhus and Berlin the company has supported more than 70,000 users from
both the public and private sectors.
We are a team of 50+ dedicated people with many diﬀerent backgrounds. Our HQ is located in Aarhus, Denmark.
In the role of Intern, you will be working with a Product Manager and work as part of the Development
department. Specifically, you will be part of a cross-functional development team – called a Squad – here you will
be identifying new initiatives, building sketches, mockups, prototypes, graphics, doing user research and user
testing, analytics, setting up A/B tests, etc.

Core Responsabilities

Do you have what it takes?

User research: Assist in setting up and conducting user
tests and user inquiries.

Hold at least a bachelor’s degree in Design, Computer
Science, Engineering or related field.

User Experience design: Sketch, build mock-ups and
visualization and turn these into prototypes.

Solid understanding of product development from
ideation to prototyping, user testing and implementation.

Do desktop research on latest trends within digital
design and apply findings to solutions design.

Experience with visual design, building mockups and
prototypes.
Experience with identifying user needs and translating
them into online and mobile product solutions.

Practical Details
Location: Søren Frinchs Vej 44d, Aarhus.
Period: Aug - Dec 2019. We’re flexible to your studies!
Application Deadline: Until we find the right candidate.

Experience with user behavior analysis - experience
with tools like Google Analytics and Firebase is a plus.
You have a good commercial understanding balancing
user and business needs.

PERKS
3,000 DKK every month
As a sign of appreciation so you
can focus on the internship.
Unlimited Fuel Supplies
Access to all the coﬀee, tea, fruits, or
vegetables you will ever need.

Friday Bar & Social Events
Join us at our Friday Bar with free soft
drinks and beer, or oﬃce parties!
Catered Lunch
Enjoy free lunch every day by our amazing
chefs, and breakfast on Fridays.

To apply for the position, send your application and CV to Søren Kyd Jacobsen, Head of Product, at
skj@firstagenda.com. You are also welcome to contact us with any questions you may have.

